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In 1795 the Bristol physician, Thomas Beddoes, introduced his edition of John
Brown's The elements ofmedicine with the remark "It was not unusual for Brown's
disciples to disagree, when they were called upon for a strict interpretation of his
principal tenets."' Over a hundred years later, the London doctor Benjamin Ward
Richardson made a similar observation: "Each ofthe different commentators ofthe
Brunonianhypothesishasgivenaninterpretation according tohis ownreadingofit."2
In spite of the difficulties which they had identified, both Beddoes and Richardson
elucidated what they understood to be the essence of Brunonianism, the medical
system identified with the eighteenth-century Scottish physician, John Brown. The
discovery of a variety of meanings in Brown's writings, which both Beddoes and
Richardson pointed to, is not a phenomenon confined to the system itself. Brown's
various biographers have also come to varyingconclusions about the meanings ofhis
behaviour and utterances during his life.3
Two of the most important sources for the life of Brown are the accounts by
Thomas Beddoes, and that by Brown's son, William Cullen Brown. Beddoes's life
appeared in 1795, prefixed to his edition of Brown's Elements. Beddoes stated that
his life ofBrown, or Bruno as he was sometimescalled, was based on obituarynotices
and "communications" with Mr Wait, "late respectable rector ofDumfries School".
He admitted to shortcomings in his biography, because "very little of the
information I had reason to expect, has reached me."4 Beddoes edited the works of
Bruno ("my hero" as he called him) in order, he said, to procure assistance for
Brown's impoverished family. In addition, he hoped that the new edition with
"observations on the character and writings of John Brown" would be a
"consolation to [other] men ofgenius, pining under poverty and neglect".5 Hardly, it
might seem, the basis for a hostile account. However, William Cullen Brown, in his
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life of his father which appeared nine years later in 1804, accused Beddoes ofusing
"scanty material" and of stigmatizing his father in the following manner:
... his want ofmedical erudition confidently affirmed; his composition, both in Latin and
English, vilified; theextentofhispracticequestioned; he isarraigned ofbigotry and pedantry
inhisyouth,andofirreligionandarroganceinadvanced life ...hisperson ... islikened tothat
of the clumsy buffoon in Cervantes . .6.
John Brown was born either in 1735 or 36 in the parish ofBuncle in the county of
Berwick in Scotland.7 He was, according to his son, achildprodigy and, by the age of
five, had read the whole ofthe Old Testament.8 OfBrown's childhood the ostensibly
hostile Beddoes observed, "I conclude that he was endowed with that quickness of
sympathy and that sensibility to the charms ofnature, which characterize the infancy
ofgenius."9 After attending the local school Brown was apprenticed to a weaver. He
soon leftthisemployment, however, and went to thenearby grammar school because,
as his son put it, to one so "highly cultivated; it may be readily conceived how truly
disgusting the sordid life of one of the lowest mechanical businesses must have
proved."l0 Brown's biographers credit him with a reputation for great physical and
mental strength in his grammar school years. Beddoes stated that he "had vigour of
body with vigour of mind, and exerted both".11 At some point in his youth he
renounced the faith ofthe strict religious sect to which his family belonged. Beddoes
recordedthiswith somereliefsince, asheputit, "I seenotwhatshouldhavehindered a
man endowed with so acute and comprehensive a genius from attaining equal
pre-eminence in polemical divinity."12
By 1755 Brown's reputation as ascholargained him theposition oftutorin alaird's
household. Scarcely had he entered this post, however, than he left. In Beddoes's
opinion Brown "did not long continue to be an agreeable inmate [because it] is likely
enough that he added the stiffness ofpedantry to the sourness ofbigotry."13 His son,
onthe otherhand,concluded that Brownhadleftbecause "hewasnottreatedwith the
respectdue to hissituation."14 Fromhere Brownwent to Edinburgh to studydivinity.
He soon gave this up too, however, and turned his attention to medicine. For this
period of Brown's life a third biographical source, John Thomson's Life of William
Cullen, offers yet another interpretation ofBrown's career. Thomson's work, written
in the 1820s, had aperspective quite different from that ofBeddoes or Brown's son, as
Thomson made plain:
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Itisin the firstplace to beobserved, that the twobiographical accounts ofDr Browngiven by
Dr Beddoes and byWilliam Cullen Brown, the son ofDr Brown, contain so many erroneous
statements, so many representations quite at variance with facts, that they may, without
injustice, bepronounced to beratheragreeable romances, andextraordinary piecesoffiction,
than genuine narratives ofmatters offact.15
Inspiteoftheirdifferences,allthreeauthorsagreethatduringhisfirstfourorfiveyears
studying medicine at Edinburgh, Brown was admitted free by the professors to their
lectures, that he taught Latin, and that he became a grinder or extramural coach and
composer oftheses. In 1765 Brown opened a boarding house. At this time, according
to his son,
The pleasures ofthe table and the unconstrained hilarity heenjoyed at theconvivial meetings
of ... [his] ... companions, were by nature sufficiently agreeable to one of his vivacity of
disposition and strong passions.'6
Beddoes sawmatters ratherdifferently andsuggested that Brown "seemstohavegiven
in tothemostdangerous ofvices".17Alsoduringtheseyears, his sonrelates, Brown, in
consequenceofhismenialposition, hadtorenderhimself"agreeable tothose onwhom
hislivelihooddepended".18 Oneofthesewasthepopularandwell-connectedprofessor
ofmedicine, William Cullen. Brown's son represented Cullen as the exploiter of his
father's talents. He wrote that "Dr Cullen, who was extremely deficient in classical
erudition, conceived the idea ofturning his pupil's intimate knowledge ofLatin to his
own permanent advantage."19 Beddoes took asimilar view. JohnThomson, however,
had a rather different perception of the relationship:
It is stated, more or less distinctly, both by Dr Beddoes and by Dr C. Brown, that Dr Cullen
found Mr John Brown's knowledge of the Latin language useful, and made him a sort of
amanuensis orLatinsecretary. Thisisentirelyapieceofinvention. Theonlycapacityinwhich
Dr Cullen employed Mr John Brown was as tutor or private teacher to his children, to assist
them in the preparation of their lessons and their Latin exercises.20
Thomson furtherprofessed incomprehension that Beddoescouldpossibly think thata
man as great as Cullen would employ, as an amanuensis, a man who was little more
than an adept at the art of "low buffoonery".21
The events following Brown's association with Cullen are the subject of striking
differences ofinterpretation among the biographers. According to Brown's son and
Beddoes, Cullen had promised to exert his interest on Bruno's behalf for the first
Is JohnThomson, Anaccountofthelife, lecturesandwritingsofWilliam Cullen M.D., Edinburgh, William
Blackwood and Sons, 1859, vol. 2, p. 710. This work was actually completed by Thomson's son William
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16 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. lii.
17 Brown, op. cit., note 1 above, p. li.
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19 Ibid., p. lv.
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vacant University chair and, accordingly, in 1776 Brown put himselfforward for the
chair ofthe Institutes ofMedicine.22 Beddoescontended thatCullen, on being shown
the name ofBrown in the list ofcandidates, is said to have exclaimed in the "vulgar
dialect" of the country "Why sure this can never be our Jock!"23 Beddoes was here
suggesting that the urbane Cullen was stigmatizing Brown as a rustic and thus wholly
inappropriate to aspire to an Edinburgh Chair and the polite social world to which it
gaveentry. Thomson,however, deniedthesuggestionthatCullenhadeverencouraged
Brown and, indeed, claimed that the Town Council records showed that Brown had
never been a candidate for the chair.24 Following this episode there was at least one
furtherseriousdisagreement between Cullenand Brown. Brownputhis nameforward
for election to the prestigious Edinburgh Philosophical Society and was duly
blackballed. AccordingtoThomson, CullenhadadvisedBrown,forhis owngood, "to
withdrawhisapplication".25 Brown's son,however,heldthathisfather'srejectionwas
negotiated byCullen,jealous ofhisownoriginalityand"dreadingtheshock,whichhis
own favourite opinions .. . would sustain ... from a rival".26 The result, Beddoes
stated, was that "Cullen estranged the mind ofhis Latin secretary" or, as Thomson
observed, "Cullen ceased to hold any communication with him; it is said even to
mention his name."27 Following the breach between the two men, Brown began to
teach his own system ofmedicine in Edinburgh in opposition to that ofCullen, and in
1780hepublished theElementamedicinaeand, anonymously in 1787, Observations on
theprinciples ofthe oldsystem ofphysic. Another Brunonian work, An inquiry into the
state ofmedicine, was published in 1781 under the name of Robert Jones, although
Brown's son stated that the work was written by his father since it was a "moral
certainty" that it could not have been the production ofJones.28
Brunonianism certainly caused a stir. Its adherents created havoc with the
intellectual life of Edinburgh, especially in the 1780s in the students' Royal Medical
Society and in the Royal Infirmary.29 There can be no doubt either of the rancour
whichthecontroversygenerated onbothsides, northeviolencewithwhichthedispute
waspursued. Brown's sonaccused "DrCullen and hisabettors" ofbeing"ungenerous
and disgraceful" and ofattempting to "crush the doctrine, and involve its author and
his family in ruin".30 Beddoes, a trifle less sympathetic, noted "as the Cullenian
hypotheses were sinking into disrepute, many of the ablest students resorted to the
standard of Brown, . . . it was joined also by the most idle and dissolute."31
The remainder ofBrown's life in Edinburgh was ascolourful as his early career. In
1784 or 1785, he established a Masonic institution, 'The Lodge ofthe Roman Eagle',
withthenobleintention, saidhisson, ofpreventing thedeclineofRomanlanguageand
22 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. Iviii.
23 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. Ivii.
24Thomson, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 712. 25 Ibid., p. 715.
26 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. Ixiv.
27 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. lix; Thomson op. cit., note 15 above, p. 715.
28 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. clxvii. Michael Barfoot argues convincingly thatJones was the author
(personal communication); see also Michael Barfoot, this volume.
29 For the local political meanings of the Brunonian controversy see Michael Barfoot, this volume.
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literature.32 Beddoes less generously suggested that Brown saw that the medical
students' interest in Freemasonry "afforded him a chance ofproselytes".33 In 1786,
according to Thomson, Brown, in "straitened circumstances, and in debt" moved to
London, where hedied, afteraspell ofimprisonment, in 1788, agedaboutfifty-two.34
Beddoes recorded that "he died, if I am not misinformed, in the night, having
swallowed ashewenttobed averylargedoseoflaudanum; aspeciesofdram towhich
he had indeed been long addicted."35
All these authors, including the hostile Thomson, developed the view that Brown's
character, orperhaps rightly, hischarisma, was thefoundation oftheattraction ofhis
teachings, both to students and others. They also concur in the opinion that this
charisma wasfuelled bytheconsumption oflargeamounts ofbrandyand opium. The
charisma, however, was not universally effective. Beddoes recorded that, after
encountering Brown in 1782 "I never desired his conversation a second time." He
spoke, said Beddoes, with a "Doric dialect" which "had nothing prepossessing to an
Englishear. Itwassobroadastoleavemeoftenuncertainofwhathesaid."36 Beddoes
also gave an equally unsympathetic account of a Brunonian evening:
Oneofhispupilsinformsmethatwhenhefoundhimselflanguid, hesometimesplacedabottle
ofwhisky in one hand, and a phial oflaudanum on the other; and that, before he began his
lecture, hewouldtakefortyorfiftydropsoflaudanuminaglassofwhisky;repeatingthedose
four or five times during the lecture. Between the effects ofthese stimulants and voluntary
exertion, he soon waxed warm, and by degrees his imagination was exalted into phrenzy.37
His son, however, denied thecharges ofgross indulgence and claimed that his father's
"intemperate excesses" were "egregiously exaggerated", and that "many ridiculous
stories ofthe frolics committed by him in a state ofebriety have been circulated at his
expense."38 But Bruno, as even his son admitted, "was rather free in his religious
sentiments" and also had unconventional political allegiances.39 Beddoes recorded
that "Brown was the first person I ever saw absurd enough to profess himself a
Jacobite."40 His son, however, rendered this undeniable association honourable by
claiming that no one should be surprised that "a cause which has induced the most
honourable and bravest chieftains in Scotland disinterestedly to draw their swords
should have been espoused by a man ofhis warmth.",41
Although they agreed onmanydetails, these earliest biographers ofBrowndiffered
considerably in theirinterpretations ofhis actions. This is hardly surprising since they
wrotefromquitedifferent social andpersonalperspectives. In theinstanceofBrown's
son, the defence ofhis father's behaviour would seem to lie in the filial relationship.
In the case of Thomson and Beddoes, their differing accounts seem to be
32 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. lxxix.
33 Brown, op. cit., note 1 above, p. lxxxv.
34Thomson, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 716.
35 Brown, op. cit., note 1 above, p. xciii.
36Ibid., p. lxxx.
37 Ibid., p. lxxxvii.
38 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. cxxxiii.
39 Ibid., p. cxxxviii.
40 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. lxxxi. For the local meanings of this association see Barfoot, this
volume.
41 Brown, op. cit., note 6 above, p. cxli.
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related to their diametrically opposed political positions. However, not only were
their accounts ofBrown's life at variance, so were their interpretations ofhis system
as well as that of Cullen. These differences also derived from their political
philosophies. Before Beddoes and Thomson engaged with Brunonianism, however,
there had been other accounts of the system.
In an account published one year after the Elementa medicinae of 1780, Brown
himself, or more likely his close friend Robert Jones, described the core or crucial
achievement ofthe system. This Jones represented as the first, correct application of
the method ofnatural philosophy to medicine. A fundamental feature ofthis method
was described by the Newtonian axiom that causes should not be multiplied and,
Jones noted, "The application ofthis invaluable precept to medicine was discovered
by Dr Brown."42 Byproperly applying the method ofinduction Brown had been able
to reduce "the whole phaenomena oflife ... to one simple cause ... excitability".43
This he did by first observing the simplest ofmedical phenomena, health itself, and
then ascending toexaminedisease, whichexhibits "the mostcomplexphaenomena, as
referable to man". However, unlike other inquirers, at no point did Brown invoke
new causes for these more complicated states. "This", said Jones ofthe system, was
"a view ofthe animal-oeconomy equally new and scientific".44 In this text, therefore,
Jones represented the essential feature ofBrunonianism as being the recognition that
the causes of health were the same as the causes of disease. Jones considered that
Brown had achieved a feat comparable with that ofNewton. He had arrived at "the
most universal conception the mind can attain . .. That is that allpowers operating
upon the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and creative of all their phaenomena,
stimulate."45 From this, quite properly, followed the deduction that specific therapies
were absurd. For since stimulation is the only power that can act on the body, what is
actually curing the patient when a physician prescribes a so-called specific is simply
stimulation, not some specific property ofthe drug. Thus Brown had recognized that
the use ofspecifics was actually a variety of that most heinous ofmedical practices,
empiricism. Giving a specific drug implied a specific disease, and to account for
specific diseases physicians employed a "multiplicity ofcauses". Whereas in Brown's
system "The cause he assigns is one . . . a variation in the degree ofexcitement."46
Brown's philosophy, Jones continued, necessarily demonstrated that nosology was a
false science, because it was based on the fundamental methodological error that
diseases with similar symptoms have similar causes and diseases with dissimilar
symptoms, dissimilar causes. Whereas, ofcourse, there was only one cause ofdisease,
a change in excitability.
The Inquiry was thus a text which represented the crucial or essential nature of
Brunonianism to be its systematic character, resting on the correct application of a
42 Robert Jones, An inquiry into the stateofmedicine on theprinciples ofinductivephilosophy, Edinburgh,
T. Longman and T. Cadell, London, C. Elliott, 1781, p. 86. For more details ofJones's life see Michael
Barfoot, this volume. On itsauthorship see note 28 above: for present purposes authorship is unimportant,
since both Brown and Jones were committed to challenging Edinburgh medicine on its own ground.
43 Jones, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 93.
44 Ibid., pp. 37-8.
4S Ibid., p. 71.
46 Ibid.,pp. 85-7. Brown isattackingherethecategoriesofpredisposing, accessory, andproximatecauses.
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number ofphilosophical principles attributed to Newton. Effectively all the details of
the system arededucible fromtheseprinciples. Nowsystematicmedicine wasthe basis
of professional teaching in Edinburgh and knowledge of a system based on
philosophical principles, identified withNewton, wastaughtbyall theprofessors to be
the hallmark of the rational or dogmatic physician.47 In keeping with this, the
professors also taught that empiricism was the most contemptible of medical
philosophies. Brown waseducated within this traditionand, amongstotherthings, his
attempts to obtain an Edinburgh MD suggest that he identified with it.48 It is also
known, from both friendly and hostile sources, that Brown devised his system of
medicine in opposition to that ofCullen, and that Brown taught his newsystem to the
students. Inthistext,therefore, howeverapparentlyantagonistic toorthodoxmedicine
it might seem, Jones, also medically educated in Edinburgh, was representing
his friend's approach to medicine as falling squarely within the orthodox Scottish
tradition. Indeed Jones argued, rathercleverly, that Brown's philosophy showed that
previous Scottish systems were upholding the very philosophy they were designed to
resist: empiricism. Thus Jones represented Brown in exactly the way that Cullen
represented himself, as a supporter of the view that progress in medicine was to be
achieved by employing fundamental philosophical principles in order to arrive at a
general explanation graced by causal simplicity. Causal simplicity, in one way or
another, was stipulated by such Scottish literati as David Hume, Adam Smith, and
James Hutton as the cornerstone of a comprehensive and satisfying scientific
explanation.49 Thus Jones presented Brown's achievement as having properly
practised medical theorizing as advocated by the great Scottish thinkers. In this text,
Jones represented Brown not asadestroyerofthe oldmedicine, but as areformerwho
sharedgroundruleswithCullenandothersaboutwhatmedicinewasandhowitwasto
be improved. Indeed, he was representing Brown in much the same way that Cullen
hadportrayed hisown relation to Boerhaave. TheInquirywaspublishedin 1781,when
Brown wasstill inScotlandandattempting toattractorthodox studentsawayfromthe
University and particularly from Cullen. Its representation of Brunonianism as a
methodically-achieved dogmatic system based on Newtonian principles was,
therefore, a locally-tuned intervention into the traditions of Edinburgh medicine.
Not everyone, however, saw its systematic nature to be the essential feature of
Brunonianism. Indeed, one of the earliest published responses to Brown's work
ignored altogether these pretensions to a systemic character. This attack was the
anonymous ObservationsonthemedicalpracticeofDr. Brown, whichappearedin 1788.
Itwasalmostcertainlywritten bya regular, English, provincialpractitioner.50 Forthis
47 See Christopher Lawrence, 'Medicine as culture: Edinburgh and the Scottish Enlightenment', Ph.D.
diss., University of London, 1984 and idem, 'Ornate physicians and learned artisans' in W.F. Bynum and
Roy Porter(editors), William Hunterandthemedical worldoftheeighteenth century, Cambridge University
Press, 1985, pp. 153-76.
48 He eventually received his degree from St. Andrew's.
49 See Lawrence, op.cit., note47above. AlsoonSmithand HumeseeJ. R. R. Christie, 'Theriseandfallof
Scottish science' in Maurice Crosland (editor), The emergence of science in Western Europe, London,
Macmillan Press, 1975, pp. 111-26. On Hutton see Roy Porter, The making of geology, Cambridge
University Press, 1977.
50[John Leedes HemingstonJ, Observations on the medical practice of Dr. Brown, Ipswich, 1788.
Hemingston is identified as the author in the British Library Catalogue. I have been unable to find any
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author, the crucial part of the Brunonian doctrine was not its use of philosophical
principles, but what he perceived as its radical therapeutic recommendations: in
particular, that stimulants should be employed in inflammatory fevers. The author of
the Observations was, medically speaking, a self-confessed conservative. He valued
tradition and orthodoxy on the grounds that they necessarily embodied hundreds of
years of accumulated experience. Further, orthodox wisdom was not primarily
embodied ininstitutions orinbooks butinwhatphysiciansactuallydid atthebedside.
Anything other than the most limited therapeutic innovation was, therefore, bad
medicine. Eclecticism, gradualchange, anddeference toauthority werethemselves the
signsthatmedicinewas onitsslowbutsurepathto "furtherimprovement"..51 Thusfor
himtheessenceofBrown'sworkwasitsinjunction tobreakwithtraditionalpractice. It
was thiswhich identified Brunonianism as adoctrine ofa "singular andextraordinary
nature". The most "conspicuous" part of this heresy was the recommendation that
largedoses oflaudanum should be employed in fevers. Thiswasadoctrine, the author
remarked, which "surely, cannot but strike almost every person as uncommon and
immoderate".52 From this author's position, Brown's teaching represented
"Credulity, fashion, the love ofnovelty, and apropensity to rush from one extreme to
another".53 Not surprisingly the author underwrote tradition by invoking authority,
referring to the "learned and ingenious . .. Dr. Percival"; "that part ofDr. Cullen's
workswherehehassoveryingeniouslyandsatisfactorilydiscussed thissubject"; "that
truly ingenious man, Mr. John Hunter"; "those diligent observers of nature,
Hippocrates and Sydenham"; "the elegant Celsus"; the "illustrious names, Cullen,
Duncan andGregory"; "thatverylearned andsagacious ... Dr. GeorgeFordyce", the
"celebrated SirJohn Pringle"; "the eminent Hoffmann" and, finally, "thatcelebrated
professor, bright ornament ofthemedical profession, Dr. Cullen".54All ofthesegreat
figures, he noted, avoided stimulants in inflammatory fevers, therefore, he deduced,
this must be proper practice. Such prescribing, he said, "observe[d] due bounds" and
"avoid[ed] those extravagant sallies which are generally looked upon to be the
principal and leading marks of all extremes".55
The author thus identified himselfwith orthodoxy, and defined orthodoxy itselfas
traditional, unspectacular practice and cautious innovation. He argued that it was
therapeuticinnovation or, worse, therapeutic radicalism which brought theprofession
into disrepute. In the years around the turn of the century such activity was
increasingly seen by regulars as the distinguishing sign of a populist, a flagrant
self-advertiser, oreven a quack. The Observations, therefore, did not represent Brown
as aninsidereformer, asthe Inquiryhad done, but asadangerous outsider, a subverter
oflong-standing tradition. Sucharesponse to Brunonianismmight beexpected froma
provincial, English, surgeon-apothecary. Atthistimegeneralpractitionerswereslowly
trace ofthis man. However, a Mr Leedes, a surgeon who practised in Hemingstone, Suffolk c.1790-1830,
seems the most likely author: I am grateful to Dr D. van Zwanenberg for this information.
5' Ibid., p. 5.
52 Ibid., p. 7.
53 Ibid., p. 20. Hemingston was quoting from Thomas Percival, Essaysmedicalandexperimental, 2nd ed.,
London, J. Johnson, 1757, p. 352.
54 Hemingston, op. cit., note 50 above, pp. 7, 11, 14, 18, 21, 22, 29, 34.
55 Ibid., p. 39.
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creatingtheirself-identityin the faceofintensecompetition. Todo thistheyused their
shared education and their common practice as signs of their orthodoxy.
Brunonianism, to this author, therefore represented the worst of possible threats, a
regularly-trained doctor whose therapeutics seemingly made him indistinguishable
from quacks.56
Other authors also saw striking innovation as the kernel of Brown's teaching. But
some, for instance Thomas Beddoes, represented Brown's break with tradition as a
virtue. Beddoes was apolitical radical and, in 1795, a year in which hewasinvolved in
anti-government agitation, hepublishedadefenceofBruno'sworkswhichrepresented
them as revolutionary texts.57 Beddoes held that Brown's achievementwastohavecut
throughtheproblemofthe natureoflife. Beddoesbegan, "Brown, avoidingalluseless
disquisition concerning the cause of vitality, confines himselfto the phaenomena."58
Thiswasasignificantreading.ThesimilarityofBeddoes'sdescriptionofBrown'swork
to the so-called materialistic doctrines of such French ideologues as Cabanis, with
which Beddoeswasveryfamilar, isobvious.59 In Francetheanalysisofthephenomena
oflife was central to the ideologues' establishment ofphysiology as the fundamental
science of mind and society. To the ideologues, speculation on unknown and
unknowable causes oflife was pointless (Beddoes's "useless disquisition"). A further
feature ofideology was its use ofenvironmentalism as theintellectual foundation ofa
system of medical police. Not surprisingly Beddoes, social reformer and
educationalist, argued that until Brown "No writer had insisted so much upon the
dependence of life on external causes."60
In his account of Brunonianism, Beddoes also addressed the suggestion that
Brown's teaching had its origin in what Beddoes called the "obscure opinions ofDr
Cullen"..61 Beddoes, however, had no confidence in this view. He quoted a sentence
from Cullen which, so he said, had been used by others to prove Brown's plagiarism.
56 On the appearance of the general practitioner and the importance ofcompetitive threat, see Irvine
Loudon, Medical care and the general practitioner 1750-1850, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1986. For a
suggestive model of the importance oftherapeutics as the basis of identification among practitioners see
John Harley Warner, The therapeutic perspective. Knowledge and identity in America 1820-1885,
Cambridge MA, Harvard University Press, 1986. For a specific study ofa therapeutic controversy between
orthodox andirregular practitioners see Roy Porter, ' "I Think Ye Both Quacks": thecontroversy between
DrTheodor Myersbach andDrJohn Coakley Lettsom', in W. F. Bynum and RoyPorter(editors), Medical
frin%e and medical orthodoxy, London, Croom Helm, 1987, pp. 56-78.
5 On Beddoes'sradicalism seeDorothyStansfield, ThomasBeddoes M.D. 1760-1808: chemist,physician,
democrat, Dordrecht, D. Reidel, 1984, especially chapters 6 and 7.
58 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. cxxxvi.
59 On the ideologues see Erwin Ackerknecht, Medicine at the Paris Hospital 1794-1848, Baltimore, The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1967; George Rosen, 'The philosophy of ideology and the emergence of modern
medicine in France', Bull. Hist. Med., 1946, 20: 328-39. On Cabanis see Martin Staum, Cabanis:
Enlightenment and medicalphilosophy in the French Revolution, Princeton University Press, 1980.
Brown, op. cit., note 1 above, p. clix. On Beddoesoneducationandmedical policing seeStansfield, op.
cit., note 57 above, pp. 197-215. On medical police in France see L. J. Jordanova, 'Policing public health in
France 1780-1815', in Teizo Ogawa (editor), Public health, Tokyo, Saikon, 1981, pp. 12-21. The use of
Brunonianism by the various members ofBeddoes's Bristol circle, in particular theyoung Humphry Davy,
who was later an explicit vitalist, would make an interesting study: see Michael Neve, 'The young
Humphry Davy: or John Tonkin's lament', in Sophie Forgan (editor), Science and the sons ofgenius.
Studies on Humphry Davy, London, Science Reviews, 1980, pp. 1-32.
61 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. cxlvii.
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Cullenhadwritten, "Itisprobablethatthenervousfluidinthebrain,istrulycapableof
different states ofexcitement and collapse." To this, however, Beddoes added:
In his youth, this authorhad imagined a mechanical hypothesis respecting the nervous fluid,
which heregardedwith fondness through life, and unfolded with greatprolixity in thedecline
ofhis powers. When he wrote the passage I have quoted, his thoughts were turned from the
livingbodytoanelectricalmachine; andheevidentlydoesnomorethandescribethecommon
experiment, in which a congeries offlexible fibres is made to stand erect, and to diverge by
electricity, andthen shrinkstogetherontheapplicationofaconducting substance. Hisideaof
excitement has therefore nothing in common with that of Brown.62
OnBeddoes'sreading, Cullenwasanold-fashioned Boerhaaveianmechanist. Thiswas
a position which Beddoes reinforced by the argument that, before Brown,
"investigations relative to medicine, had been carried on just as rationally as if to
discover the qualities of the horse, the naturalist were to direct his attention to the
movements of a windmill."63 Beddoes's distinction between the ideas ofCullen and
thoseofBrownwaspartofBeddoes'sradicalreadingofBrown's text. Cullenwasbeing
associated with the past, the establishment, orthodoxy and tradition, and Brown was
being identified, not with reform, as in the Inquiry, but with revolution.
Other radical readings of Brown's texts would make an interesting study. In
particular, it might be rewarding to examine the ways in which authors interpreted
Brown's view on the nature and seats of life. In the works of Cullen and other
Edinburghprofessors, thenervoussystemwasdesignatedasthefundamentalsourceof
all bodily sensation and motion, and the system through which all activity was
mediated. Muscles were not designated as possessing autonomous irritability, as in
Haller's system; rather, anyapparentautonomous movement they showedwascaused
by residual nervous power. This model, I have suggested, was the medical view which
corresponded to the Lowland literati's account ofthemselves as the elite managers of
Scottishlife.64Where Brownsituatedvitalitywasvariouslyinterpreted. In theInquiry,
JonesassertedthatBrown'ssystem"applies notonlytoanimalbuttovegetablelife".65
Democrats certainly interpreted Brown as having distributed vital power either
throughout the body or at least as existing equally in the muscles and the nerves.65
BeddoesproclaimedthatBrowntaught"Excitability isseatedinthemedullaryportion
ofthe nerves, and in the muscles".66 Robert John Thornton, a Cambridge MD who
had studied in Edinburgh, was probably another radical. By 1793 he was
communicating the results of pneumatic experiments to Beddoes.67 In a work
published in 1795, he interpreted Brown in much the same way as Beddoes had done.
HewasmoregenerousaboutCullenthan Beddoeshad been, butBrownheregarded as
62 Ibid., p. cxlvi.
63 Ibid., p. clxi.
64 Christopher Lawrence, 'ThenervoussystemandsocietyintheScottish Enlightenment', inBarryBarnes
and Steven Shapin (editors), Natural order: historical studies ofscientific culture, Beverly Hills CA, Sage,
1979, pp. 19-40.
65Jones, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 87.
66 Brown, op. cit., note I above, p. cxxviii.
67 See Thomas Beddoes, Lettersfrom Dr Withering ofBirmingham, Dr Ewart ofBath, Dr Thornton of
London and Dr Biggs, late of the Isle of Santa-Cruz, Bristol, Printed by Bulgin and Rosser, [n.d.].
Thornton's letter is dated 7 December 1793. See also William Munk, The roll of the Royal College of
Physicians ofLondon, 2nd ed., London, The College, 1828, vol. 3, p. 98.
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"the fatherofthe true science ofmedicine".68 Inparticular, hepraised Beddoesforhis
recognition that Brown was the first to deal with the phenomena oflife, eschewing
"unmeaning and vague terms".69 Thornton wrote that Brown "attributed all the
phenomenaoflife tothe fibrous system,extendinghisdoctrine toplants."70Similarly,
Erasmus Darwin, who described Brown's Elementa as "a work ofgreatgenius" wrote
of "the spirit of animation residing in the contracting fibres"..71
Other authors also regarded Brown's text as revolutionary. They did not, however,
see it as original. In the years ofthe French Wars, Thomas Morrison, Member ofthe
RoyalCollege ofSurgeons ofEngland, produced his Examination into theprinciplesof
what is commonly called the Brunonian system.72 Morrison's text addressed both the
Brunoniansystem, andtheusewhich hadbeenmadeofitbythephysicianandpopular
lecturerThomasGarnett.73Therecanbelittledoubtaboutthecommunityfromwhich
Morrison drew his perceptions ofBrunonianism. ''Brown", he began, "in his general
acceptation[sic]ofthewordexcitabilityappearsevidently tomeanthevitalandmental
principleoflifeandmind ...[and] ... IshallthereforewishthewordsExcitability, Vital
Principle or Life to be considered synonimous [sic]."74 But, he argued, Brown's
description ofthe nature ofthe vital force was "confused, indistinct, and obscure".75
Far from being a Newton of the living world, Brown had fundamentally
misunderstood what a Newtonian explanation should look like. Life, the vital
principle, said Morrison, was likegravity, everconstant andunchangingandthecause
ofvital actions. Brown, however, haddesignated life notonly as a principle, but asthe
varying effect of stimuli on that principle. He had mistakenly identified the vital
actions produced by the living principle with life itself. The cause of this error, said
Morrison, lay in Brown's failure to recognize the importance oforganization in living
things. According to Morrison, Brown taught that stimuli acted directly on the vital
principle and their action had no dependence on organization. But, said Morrison,
"the very reverse ofall this is the case; for it is only through the organization ofthe
body that life exerts its powers."76 Not surprisingly then, Morrison added, because
" 'A Friend to Improvements' [Robert JohnThornton], Thephilosophy ofmedicine, 4th ed., London, C.
Whittingham, 1799, vol. 1, p. 128.
69 Ibid., p. 255.
70Ibid., p. 122.
71 Erasmus Darwin, Zoonomia; or the laws oforganic life, London, J. Johnson, 1794, vol. 1, pp. 74-5.
Darwin's account ofthe relationship ofthe nerves to muscular motion is not easy to explicate and seems
open to a number ofreadings; see ibid., pp. 7-11. Darwin certainly taught that plants had vital properties.
Fora veryparticular reading ofDarwin see Maureen McNeil, Under thebannerofscience: Erasmus Darwin
and his age, Manchester University Press, 1987, pp. 148-67.
72 Thomas Morrison, Anexamination into theprinciples ofwhat iscommonly calledtheBrunonian System,
London, Highley, [1806]. I have been unable to discover for certain who Morrison was. The title page
designates him as "MRCS". There was a Surgeon-Apothecary Thomas Morrison who retired from the
army in 1783: A. Peterkin and William Johnston, Commissioned Officers in the medical services of the
British Army 1660-1898, London, The Wellcome Historical Medicine Library, 1968, entry 842.
73 See T. Garnett MD, A lecture on thepreservation ofhealth, Liverpool, printed by J. M'creery, 1797.
Garnett, a radical, had used the concept ofexcitability to present a view oflife similar to that described by
Beddoes. Since he did not actually produce an interpretation ofthe Brunonian system I have not dealtwith
him here. On this intriguing figure and fora bibliography see S. G. E. Lythe, ThomasGarnett (1766-1802),
Highland tourist, scientist andmedicalprofessor, Glasgow, Polpress, 1984.
4 Morrison, op. cit., note 72 above, pp. 14-15. 7S Ibid., p. 26.
76 Ibid., p. 42.
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Brown was not interested in organization, "To the Brunonian System the knowledge
ofanatomy can be ofno use .... "77 Indeed, he scoffed, Brunonians will soon assert
"the labours of anatomists are of very trifling moment."78 Further, Brown, by his
neglect oforganization and his failure to understand the nature ofthe livingprinciple,
had fallen into the error ofmaterialism, or, as Morrison put it: "His apprehension of
being suspected ofhaving material notions oflife, seems to have proceeded from his
really having such."79
There were, Morrison added, further difficulties with the system: "The laws of
the animal economy are uniform and equal in all their effects, what is the strength of
one power can never be the weakness ofanother."80 Thus, he noted, the Brunonians
foolishlyexplained thepainful reactionoftheeyekeptindarknessandthenexposed to
the stimulus of bright light by postulating an accumulation of excitability.8' But,
Morrison argued, Brown had described an impossible situation: a small stimulus
producingagreateffect. Thereal reasonfortheresponselayintheprotectiveactionof
theeyemuscles. Becauseofthedesignofthebody,dangertotheeye, indicatedbypain,
evokes the appropriate response. In his catalogue of Brown's errors, Morrison held
that he had variously seated excitability, or the vital principle, in the nervous
substance and muscles, or throughout the body's fibres. In either case the radical
possibilities seemed clearto Morrison, who noted that Brown'sview overlooked "The
circulatory system ... [which] ... will be found to be perhaps more necessary to the
action ofexcitability than the nervous."82
In the light of Morrison's explication of Brunonianism it is possible to offer a
conjecture about the origin of his views. He was probably a London surgeon, and
almost certainly a direct or distant disciple of John Hunter. Within the Hunterian
school, the starting points of anatomical and physiological investigation were the
existence of an autonomous and unknowable vital principle, the centrality of
organization, andtheimportance oftheblood andthevascularnetwork. Themethods
of investigation were anatomical dissection and experiment; and the aims were, as
Morrisonputit, to trace "effectsdiscernible in nature ... to theirgreat FirstCause".83
For Morrison, therefore, Brunonianism represented the very antithesis of all these
things: it negated the importance ofanatomy, it was materialist, irreligious, and thus
potentially productive of the very worst social consequences. As he put it,
The general conclusions ofthe Brunonian system lead to themost gross and false ideas ofthe
nature oflife and mind. The magnitude ofthis last objection, both in a physical and a moral
point ofview, is deserving ofparticular attention. The deplorable consequences which have
arisen to society from the propagation ofopinions connected with such erroneous notions,
more especially in a neighbouring country, is too fresh in the minds ofeveryone to require
repetition.84
77 Ibid., p. 96. 78Ibid., p. 104.
79 Ibid., p. 35.
80 Ibid., p. 72.
81 The example is used by Garnett, op. cit., note 73 above, p. 14.
82 Morrison, op. cit., note 72 above, p. 21. 83Ibid., p. 131.
84 Ibid., p. 126. On the revolutionary meanings ofphysiological texts in this period see Owsei Temkin,
'Basic science, medicine and the Romantic era', Bull. Hist. Med., 1963, 37: 97-129.
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To a devout, presumably Tory, London surgeon, there was nothing new in
Brunonianism. Here was something familiar and very nasty: French materialism,
irreligion and Jacobinism dressed up in "crude notions", arrived at by either a simple
misunderstanding of the nature of life or devised with some more sinister intent.
For James Jackson senior, a Boston physician, writing on the Brunonian system in
1809,itsessentialfeaturesseemedtobeofaratherdifferentsort. Intheearlynineteenth
century, educated Boston physicians sawthemselves as the source oflightin acountry
ofmedicaldarkness. Hostile tosystematizingofallkinds,theyportrayedthemselvesas
the custodians ofcautious, empirical, and sceptical medicine. They identified medical
progress with the clinics ofLondon and Paris, and with the gradual accumulation of
knowledge by means of the bedside description of disease and the labours of the
post-mortem room.85 Thus on the very first page of his account of Brunonianism,
Jackson wrote that, at a time "when thewisestphysicans had alreadyentered thepath
oftruth, that ofobservation, experience and induction; the path which Hippocrates
and Sydenham had trod with so much success; and at a period when all were desirous
to follow in this path ... Brown ... declared, that by the discovery ofone principle he
was able to explain all the secrets of physiology and medicine." In so doing, he
"imitated alltheorists indistortingall the otherphenomena ofnature".86 Jackson saw
as the essence of Brunonianism its methodological prescriptions which contained an
idea "directly in opposition" to "the science ofmedicine".87 "According to Brown,"
Jackson wrote, "it is useless to record the phenomena of disease, to collate and
compare cases; for these phenomena, these symptoms, are fallacious."88 All this, he
wrote, wascontrary to"theplanofobservation andexperience ... bywhichsomemen
in all ages have been qualified to render more or less service to the sick, in spite ofthe
various systems which the fashions of various ages have rendered popular."89
Thus a single medical principle was both the keystone and the fundamental flaw in
Brunonianism. Excitability was nothing more than a speculative hypothesis, "the
properties [of living things] . . . are discoverable only by observation and
experiment."90 The dangers of Brunonianism were all too obvious: it was simple,
whereas experience taught that medicine was complex. It indulged indolence and
discouraged medical men "from poring over the observations of others"..91
Systematizing had led Brown to egregious errors. It was possible to conclude from
Brown's system that "there cannot be any such thing as a strictly local disease." This,
Jacksonsaid,was"stargazing".92Jackson,amantrainedinLondonandParishospital
medicine, was, ofcourse, highly sympathetic to the idea that all diseases were local.
Itis hardly surprising to find such a reading ofBrown in this Boston physician. For
him, the essence ofBrunonianism was its method, the erection ofa system ofmedicine
onphilosophicalprinciples. Here,atleast,Jacksonwasinagreementwiththeauthorof
85 See Warner, op. cit., note 56 above, pp. 11-36.
86 James Jackson, Remarks on the Brunonian system, Boston, Thomas B. Wait, 1809, pp. vii-viii.
87 Ibid., p. ix.
88 Ibid., p. viii.
89 Ibid., p. ix.
90 Ibid., p. 6.
91 Ibid., p. 48.
92 Ibid., pp. 45-6.
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theInquiry. But iffor Brown this was a triumph, forJackson it was adisaster. Systems
of any sort denied the value of experience and learning, and appealed only to the
simplifiers and the simple. To embattled Boston physicians, aristocrats of the
American medical world, who had staked their claim on scepticism, nosography,
post-mortem andtradition, Brunonianismposed thethreat ofdemocracyandequality
among medical practitioners. It was the sort of medicine that gave legitimacy to
quacks, herbalists, homeopaths, Perkinisticpractitioners, electricians, Mesmeristsand
the whole tribe of toadstool millionaires.93
IfThomas Beddoes had seen Brown's system as essentially different from Cullen's,
JohnThomson sawitasessentially thesame, adownright plagiarism in fact. Thomson
was an Edinburgh-trained surgeon who had been a student when Cullen was an old
man. Later, whenThomsonbecame anextramural teacherofsurgeryinEdinburgh, he
wascommitted to theviewthatsurgeryandphysicwerethepractical facesofonebasic
discipline, pathology. It was a position which he defended in numerous publications.
His biography of Cullen and his edition of Cullen's works were also enterprises
devoted to demonstrating this94 The elitism ofphysicians, which was how Thomson
represented Brunonianism, was anathema to him. In situating Brown and Cullen,
Thomson reconciled apparently opposite propositions. On the one hand, he
represented Brown's system as that of a simpleton, and Cullen's work as that of a
profound andoriginal thinker; and, on theother, heportrayed Brown ashaving stolen
theprinciplesofhissystemfromCullen. InhisaccountofBrunonianismThomsonalso
discussed Beddoes's interpretation of Cullen.
There was nothing new in Brown's thinking, Thomson protested. The appeal ofhis
opinionslayonlyinthe "novelty ofthe terms ... the simplicity oftheviews . . . andthe
easewithwhichaknowledgeofthesecould beattained".95 Unliketheradical Beddoes,
but like the Tory Morrison, Thomson took the view that Brown had "attributed the
phenomena of the animal economy to the agency ofa single unknown principle".96
Moreover, alsolikeMorrison, hearguedthat Brownwasnotthefirsttodoso. Brown's
excitability, he said, "comprehends nothing more than what had been expressed by
preceding physiologists and pathologists under the various appellations of Soul,
Sentient Faculty,Archeus, VitalityorVitalPrinciple, andAnimalPower, orEnergy of
the Brain."97 Cullen himself, Thomson added, had used the terms "Excitability",
"Exciting Powers", and "Excitement". Thomson then addressed Beddoes's
mechanistic readingofCullen, andcited Cullen to thefollowingeffect: "Wesuppose",
said Cullen, animal "life, so far as it is corporeal, to consist in the excitement ofthe
nervous system".98 This, said Thomson, was not a simple mechanist statement ofthe
Boerhaaveian sort, as Beddoes suggested, but a new idea ofvitality, ofwhich Brown
had presented a derivative version. Similarly, Thomson claimed, the opinion that life
was a forced state was one that "Dr Brown must have had repeated opportunities of
93 James Harvey Young, The toadstool millionaires, Princeton University Press, 1961.
94 I have discussed the social and intellectual context ofThomson's views in Christopher Lawrence, 'The
Edinburgh Medical School and the end of the "Old Thing"', Hist. Universities, 1988, 7: 259-86.
95 Thomson, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 224.
96 Ibid., p. 228.
97 Ibid., p. 229.
98 Ibid., p. 230.
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hearing" from Cullen.99 In addition, Thomson claimed, this view could be found in
Cullen's printed Materia medica. This, said Thomson, was the meaning of the
following sentence from Cullen:
That the soul is constantly necessary to the motion of the body we readily admit, but the
argumentispushedtoofar,whenitissupposedthatthesemotionsaresupported bythepower
ofthe soul alone; for it appears that motions, excited by the impulse ofexternal bodies, are
absolutely necessary to that support.'IN
"In . . considering the nervous system as the seat of his excitability", Thomson
continued, "DrBrown'sopinions ... werederivedfrom, ormodelledupon,thoseofhis
preceptor."'0' This, Thomson averred, was the import of Cullen's sentence, "The
power ofexcitement ... distinguishes the vital solid ... but the brain, as uniting the
whole nervous system has peculiar functions upon which the rest is dependent."'02
However, although Thomson represented Brown as having taken the idea ofa single
vital principle in the nervous system from Cullen, Thomson was equallyconcerned to
showthatCullen, unlikeBrown, reallybelievedinthreevitalpowers. Cullen,Thomson
wrote, was "at great pains to distinguish between the sentient power or irritability of
the nervous fibres,-the movingpower ... ofthe muscular fibres,-and the animal or
innervatory power or energy ofthe brain."'103 Only once, said Thomson, did Cullen
"somewhat unguardedly" comprehend the three powers under one commonterm.104
It was this unguarded moment which was the source ofBrown's idea ofa single vital
power: excitability.
Why was Thomson at such pains to represent Cullen as having really posited three
vital principles, which Brown stole and conflated into one? Brown, said Thomson, by
using only one principle could draw the conclusion that "sense, motion, the mental
functions, and the passions, . . . are all produced ... by mechanical impulse."'05
Thomson, in otherwords, accused Brown ofusingonly oneprinciple sincehebelieved
mentalandcorporealfunctions tobeidentical. Hewas, inotherwords, amaterialist. It
was for this reason that Thomson represented Cullen as the teacher of three vital
principles, one of which was the origin of mental operations. Thomson, the Whig,
member ofthe Edinburgh establishment, former pupil and friend ofDugald Stewart,
was imputing stout religious orthodoxy to the Edinburgh professoriate. Thomson's
biography contains no suggestion that Cullen was a materialist. Accusations ofthis
sort, however, had been bandied about in earlier years.106 What Thomson saw as
central to Brown's system wastheabuseofanunguarded remarkby a greatprofessor.
In a later passage, Thomson performed an almost identical piece ofsurgery on the
texts. Once again he identified Brown as a materialist, excused Cullen from such an
99 Ibid., p. 231.
100 Ibid., p. 232.
101 Ibid., p. 237.
102 Ibid., p. 239.
103 Ibid., p. 238.
104 Ibid., p. 239.
105 Ibid., p. 240.
106 OfCullen's account ofthe nervous system Alexander Bower reflected, "His theories on this subject
combined the most palpable materialism which was ever delivered". A history of the University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Alex. Smellie, 1817, vol. 1, p. 387.
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accusation, and simultaneously pointed toplagiarism on Brown's part. Brown'sview,
saidThomson,quotinghim,wasthatallstimuliactby"evidentimpulse".107Thomson
argued that Brown had pilfered the idea from Cullen, who, in another unguarded
moment no doubt, "seems to have taken [it] incautiously from Mr Locke."108 Brown
stole the idea from the following passage ofCullen's: "we know" wrote Cullen "ofno
otheraction ofbodies oneach otherbut thatofimpulse."109 Such apassage, however,
being open to misconstruction as materialist, Thomson added that Dr Cullen "seems
to have been aware that the supposition of the phenomena of living systems, being
producedbytheoperationofimpulsealone,isfoundeduponapartialconsideration of
these phenomena."'"10 Thomson then quoted the appropriate passage to prove that
Cullen really did not believe "an hypothesis which . . . [explains] all the actions
produced in the animal economy by mechanical impulse.'
And so Thomson went on, demonstrating Brown's plagiarism by juxtaposing
passages from his works with passages from Cullen which meant, Thomson said,
exactly thesamething. Forinstance, Brown's assertionthat"Predisposition todisease
is a middle state of Excitement between perfect health and disease", was, Thomson
averred, identical to Cullen's view "that health may deviate, on either side, from the
standard withoutpassing to the opposite state, that ofdisease."1 12 Similarly, Brown's
distinction betweendirectdebilityandindirectdebility wasrecognizedbyCulleninhis
account of"repeated excitement ... wearing out the system", and his statement that
".suchistheconstitution ofthenervoussystemthateveryunusualdegreeofexcitement
is followed by a proportional degree ofcollapse."113 There remained for Brown, said
Thomson, "only the merit of having applied the term[sJ"." 14
There was, however, one area in which Thomson represented Brown's system as
quite unlike that of Cullen's. Brown, according to Thomson, supposed that all the
"morbid conditions ofthe different organs and functions" could be reduced to "two
opposite conditions ofthe animal economy"."15 Cullen by contrast, Thomson said,
had taught a complex pathological doctrine based on the concept of a variety of
possible proximate causes. The reasons for Thomson's reading of the texts in this
fashion relate to his occupation as a surgeon and his interest in general pathology. By
theearlynineteenthcentury, thesurgeonsinEdinburghhaderodedmuchofthepower
ofthe physicians, and in doing so they had gained entry into the traditional areas of
practice claimed by them. This collapse of the old order was both institutional and
intellectual. Thomson, in his Lectures on inflammation of 1813, claimed that
distinctions betweenmedicineandsurgerywerespurious, sincethedistinction between
their objects ofstudy-external and internal diseases or local and general disorders-
was based on a misunderstanding ofdisease processes, a fact made clear by clinical
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medicine and general pathology."16 Pathology for Thomson was the fundamental
medical science, based, as he conceived it, on experiment and post-mortem. It was a
complex, hard and learned discipline, which underlay both medicine and surgery. It
wasasciencewhichThomsonidentifiedwithCullen'sinjunction todiscoverproximate
causes.117 Thus Thomson represented the Brunonian system asembodyingeverything
that proper pathological science was not. Brunonianism was facile, easily
apprehended, taught that there were only two pathological states, trivialized the
importance of local disease, misunderstood the role of nosology and minimized the
need for surgery by an insistence on the general nature of all disorders.
According toThomson, the Brunonian practitioner had only a fewsimpledecisions
to make, the first being to decide whether disease was local or general. This was a
distinction Thomson found entirely spurious: "how little foundation", he wrote,
"thereexists in nature formaking so strict adivision ofdiseases."' 18Thomson further
noted that, although Cullen's nosology contained the classes of local and general
diseases, Cullen "seems tohave beenatalltimes fully awarehowoftenthesetwo kinds
of disease coexist."119 This was, of course, a pathological doctrine central to
Thomson's bid to unite medicine and surgery. Local and general disease were the
objectsofstudyofthesamediscipline, pathology, andthefocusofclinicalattentionfor
physician and surgeon alike. But it was Brown's view, he said, quoting him, that local
andgeneraldisease "differineveryessentialrespect".120Thomson's readingofBrown
as hostile to theconcept oflocal diseasewentfurtherthan this, however. According to
Thomson, Brownhadremovedawholeclassoflocaldiseases, theinflammations, from
the provenance of the surgeon, and stated they were a consequence of general
dysfunctionandthusproperlywithin thesphere ofthephysician. Thomsonthennoted
that perusal ofCullen's First lines would "leave but little doubt as to the source from
which Dr Brown's opinion ... had beenderived".12' This, however, was a reading of
Brown similar to the one which imputed materialism to him. On the one hand,
Thomson showed that Brown's views were mischievously derived from Cullen; and
thenhedemonstrated thatCullen, likehimself, actuallyheldaratherdifferentopinion.
Inthiscase,Thomson suggested thatCullenprovidedafarmoresophisticatedaccount
oftherelation oflocal togeneraldiseasewhichdidnot, infact,privilegegeneraldisease
over local.
Thomson thenwent on togive anaccount ofthe Brunonianpractitioner's roleafter
he had decided that a disease was a general disturbance. According to Thomson, the
Brunonian practitioner had then only to discover whether the disorder was one of
vigour or debility. Once again, Thomson attempted to rob Brown of invention by
remarking that the two states "had been fully recognised and described [by Cullen]
under the various terms of Increased and Diminished Action, Excitement and
116John Thomson, Lectures on inflammation, Edinburgh, William Blackwood, 1813. For a discussion of
the breakdown ofthe boundaries between physic and surgery in Edinburgh and a guide to the literature see
Lawrence, op. cit., note 94 above.
117 Thomson, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 259.
118 Ibid., p. 300.
I19 Ibid.
120Ibid.
121 Ibid., p. 303.
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Collapse, ReactionandDebility."122 Brown,however,hadgonetoofarandattempted
"to refer all diseases to one or other ofthese two states, and to reduce the whole of
medical practice to two general plans oftreatment".123
Beddoes, in hisestimate ofBrown'swork, hadendorsed Brown's viewthatmuch of
his originality lay in his recognition that reasoning to causes because ofnosological
similarity was fallacious. According to Brown, nosology was a misguided enterprise
since two diseases, juxtaposed on a nosological table, might in fact originate in
fundamentally different states of excitement. Thomson, however, identified this
so-calledinsightofBrown'sasapartofafundamentalfailure tounderstandtheaimof
nosology. Thomson, who obviously thoughtthat Brownhad taken leaveofhissenses,
wrote, "In his recommendation to physicians tojudge ofthe ... character ofdiseases
by the nature ofthe exciting powers which produce or remove them, and not by the
symptoms they exhibit . . ., Dr Brown seems to have lost sight altogether ofthe ...
principle ... that all that can be known of[these exciting powers] ... must be derived
fromtheobservation ofthe sensibleeffects":'24in otherwords, thesymptoms. Brown
had thus completely confused symptomology, which is the art ofjudging vigour and
debility byparticular symptoms, with nosology, the expression in accurate characters
of "the order which nature general observes . . . the concourse or succession of
symptoms",.125 So risible, indeed, was Brown's reasoning, argued Thomson, that he
hadhadtomakeuseofnosologywhetherhelikeditornot. Notsurprisingly, Thomson
continued, thenosology BrownimplicityusedwasCullen's. Theputativevanquishing
of nosology achieved by Brown and applauded by Beddoes produced a hostile
response fromThomson, a surgeon and pathologist sympathetic to the new approach
of grounding natural histories in morbid anatomy.
For Thomson, Brown's speculations "had their origin in personal spite, arising out
ofwoundedvanity". Inturn "themalignantand rancorousanimosity displayed in the
writings . . . take away the pleasure which might have been derived from the
manifestationofsuchtalentashehadevinced."126 ForThomson, Brown'ssystemwas
derived in its essentials from Cullen or, as in the case of the use of stimulants, "in
a desire to contradict precepts inculcated by Dr Cullen in his lectures and
writings".'27 All else was dross, jargon and neologisms, or worthless and dangerous
prescription. It was a materialist system, void of surgical or pathological value.
Thomson's perceptions ofthe proper nature ofthe theory and practice ofmedicine,
withall that theyentailed fortheordering ofsociety, werethosewhichwerevalued by
the Edinburgh establishment. In 1831 he was made the first professor ofpathology in
the University.
Thomson, however, did not dispose of Brunonianism for good. In the nineteenth
century a number ofauthors came to Brown's defence. One ofthese was the English
physician, Benjamin Ward Richardson, whose biographical history of medicine,
122 Ibid., p. 306.
123 Ibid.
124 Ibid., p. 308.
125 Ibid.
126 Ibid., p. 351.
127 Ibid., p. 324.
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Disciples ofAesclepius, included a short account ofhim. Richardson wrote: "In this
purely mechanical day, when nothing isallowed that is notexperimentally illustrated,
thehypothesis ofBrownmayseem,and, Idoubtnot,doesseem, amerefancy."'128Yet,
for Richardson, there was something in Brown's work that showed its author "was a
man gifted with curious insight, a man ofgenius ofa very high order".129 This genius
layinBrown's"abstractreadingofvitalphenomena".'30ForMorrisonandThomson,
Brown had been a materialist and had utterly misconstrued the problem oflife. For
Richardson the reverse was the case. He wrote "To this day we have not come much
nearerto thesolution ofthegreatquestion oflifethanthehypothetical solutionwhich
he [Brown] advanced."'3' For, said Richardson,
his conception that every living thing is pervaded with some inherent quality or substance
whichisitsnatural portion, itsallottedportion, and upon thestockofwhichitscapability for
life, longorshort,depends, isassound aviewashaseverbeenadvanced andexplainsmoreof
the phenomena of life than any other.132
This, said Richardson, iswhat John Huntercalled the vital principle. Richardson was
himself a vitalist. "We may have to admit", he wrote, "that there is a quality or
substance ... which whether it be from the first allotted, or whether it be regularly
replenished,endowseverylivingthingwithlife."',33WhythendidRichardsonconstrue
Brown asholding the sameviewas himselfratherthan portray him as amaterialist, as
had more often been the case?
Richardson was in many respects the archetypal cultured Victorian doctor. From a
relatively humble beginning he achieved great success. He was a gentleman (knighted
indeed), broadly learned and a lover ofhistory and theclassics. He was also a devout
maninanageinwhichthebiologicalsciences,whichforhimevidencedtheexistenceof
a Deity, were-in T. H. Huxley's evolutionism or Michael Foster's experimental
physiology-threatening a new materialism. Richardson's vitalism was part of his
theology. Richardson believed in a supreme being, and held medicine to be one ofthe
oldest and most humane arts, devoted to the reliefofsuffering. In reading Brown as a
vitalist, he was creating a single, ageless medical profession and attributing to it
Victorian conceptions ofhumanity and piety. For him the greatest profession could
notbe, since itshistorical beginning, anythingotherthanlearned andpious. As heput
it in another context, "No medical man can be amaterialist."134 John Brown testified
to that. With Richardson the cycle had come almost full circle. Brown the reformer,
then the revolutionary, had become a conservative.
In other contexts, however, other readings remained possible. In America
Brunonianism could still be made to stand, symbolically, as a threat. Competition
from sectarians remained vigorous in American medicine well into the twentieth
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century. By this time, however, the ideological defence oforthodoxy on the basis of
observation and experience, employed by Jackson, had shifted to an appeal to the
experimentalandlaboratorysciencesastheagencieswhichconferred ontheprofession
its right to be the legitimate guardian of the public's medical welfare.'35 In 1911,
Richard ColeNewton MDpublished anaddresshehadgiven totheOrange Mountain
Medical Society on Brown and the Brunonian system. Newton quoted extensively
from Richardson's account of Brown's work and summed up the significance of
Brunonianism as follows:
That a rational man should not only have attempted to build up, but actually did build up a
theoryoftheetiologyofall humandiseasesandtheirtreatmentupon suchfacts,which noone
disputes, as that alcohol and opium, if taken in sufficient quantities, will allay pain and
stimulate the imagination, would be quite incredible did not every student ofthe history of
medicine know that the various systems and sects in the practice ofmedicine have been built
up and defended on even more ephemeral grounds than these.136
The significance of Brunonianism lay not in its detail, but in the fact that it was a
system built, like all systems, on random, uncontrolled, unscientific observation.
Because itwas a system, itassumed, said Newton, that "thephysician notnaturecures
the disease."''37 Such theories and systems, he said, "form a refuge for the unlearned
and narrow medical mind."'138 Further, they "can fool the laity and even arouse the
wild enthusiasm of the prejudicial and unthinking practitioner."139 But such "fiat
medicine"wasnot"realmedicine".140Sadly,henoted, someofBrown'sideas"arestill
exceedingly potent in theminds not only ofthelaity, but oftheprofession."'14' Oneof
these "errors"" was (and here Newton agreed with Richardson's reading but disagreed
with the endorsement) that a "vital principle, vital energy or strength" is assigned to
everybeing.142Suchvitalism was nonsense, "a fundamental and foolisherrorwhichis
one ofthe main props offiat medicine".143 Progress in medical science, however, was
exposing such things for what they were. For instance
the consumption of alcoholic beverages, the sheet-anchor of his system, has been steadily
decreasing since Brown's day, and this decrease has been notable during the past few years,
largely because the white light of science has been turned upon the study of the effects of
alcohol upon the human body.'4"
Everywhere, Newton observed, systems, or "fiat medicine", were falling prey to
"scientific investigation".145 He concluded:
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Westillhavedoctrinesandsystemsand hypothetical explanationsofnaturalphenomena, but
the white light of science has grown too strong for us. The medicine of the future will, we
believe, notbe,likethatofthepast, largelycontrolled bydogma, superstition andtradition. It
will be scientific medicine and the truephysician ofthe futurewill not beashamed to say that
hedoes not knowa thing thatscience hasnotyetmadeclear tohim, and will notcondemn an
innovationsimply becauseitdoesnotconform tohistheories, andbecausehecannotmeasure
it with his yardstick.146
Newton's account is the one that might be expected from a learned American MD
at this time. The essence ofBrunonianism was its systematic construction; it was read
by this American physician as an object lesson on the evils of populism and the
necessity ofmaking experimental science the cornerstone ofpractice.
My intention in presenting these differing accounts of Brown's career and the
careerofhiswritings should nowbesufficiently plain. Scrutiny ofprevious readingsof
Brown's texts reveals that authors could not agree on theiressential meanings; or, put
another way, different readers have discerned different essential meanings according
to their situation. Even excitability, apparently a key feature of the system, was
represented differently by Beddoes and Morrison. Recently historians have begun to
turn their attention to these sorts ofquestions, to study, for example, not the works
and influence ofsome essential John Hunter, but a number ofrather different John
Hunters made for a specific purpose by subsequent generations, and in turn handed
on to us as an apparently uncomplicated object, the father of scientific surgery.147
Similarly, historians have nowfound that there was not one Newton in theeighteenth
century, but many.'48 The discovery that, from day one, Brown's texts were the
subject ofinterpretation does not mean that the modern historian can now return to
them and gain privileged access to some putative essential meaning; quite the reverse.
It should free the historian from the constraint of having to discover the meanings
Brown's texts have for us, and lead to an understanding oftheplace ofBrown and his
work in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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